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Abstract. Recently more researches on tangible objects have been
conducted that enhance the intuitive polygonal or surface modelling of
designers in digital and physical worlds. However, a few researches
have been done that augment the digital solid modelling with tangible
objects. In this paper, we present the Augmented Solid Modeller
(ASoM) which helps designers create more complex shapes by a
combination of Boolean operations between a different type of 3Dprinted tangible objects, which is different from the conventional single shape type bottom-up modelling approaches. When multiple objects intersect each other at a given position and angle, the interference or removed shape is often unexpected for designers. Also, as 3Dprinted objects are used for designers only to configure and discuss
the shape of final digital 3D model in existing CAAD, ASoM changes
the role of 3D-printed objects from the replicas to reusable tools for
other modelling opportunities. We offered ASoM to students majoring
or interested in CAAD and interviewed them to get comments. Since
the speed and precision of 3D-printing will achieve immediate improvement, ASoM is a pioneer in developing cutting-edge approach
for designers to model both in digital and physical worlds.
Keywords. Solid Modeller; Boolean operations; 3D-printing; CAD.

1. Introduction
In the documentary film "Sketches of Frank Gehry", an architect Frank
Gehry produced a paper-based mock-up by cutting, bending and squeezing
with his hands. For architecture designs, a manual crafting is a critical pro-
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cess to recognize the shape in the physical world, while computer-aided
modelling is becoming more essential.
Recently more researches on tangible objects have been conducted that
enhance the intuitive modelling for designers in digital and physical world in
the way of materializing the interaction and render technology in CAD.
Digital polygonal modelling is augmented by constructing or building hard
polygonal objects (Gorbet et al., 1998; Watanabe et al., 2004). Digital surface modelling is augmented by bending or patching soft smoothly-curved
objects (Balakrishnan et al., 1999; Wakita et al., 2011). Digital metaball
modelling is augmented by unifying or dividing softer fluid objects (Wakita
et al., 2012). However, a few researches have been done that augment the
digital solid modelling of union, subtraction and intersection with a different
type of tangible object. Augmented solid modelling will help designers create more complex shapes with his/her hands because designers can use and
reuse the tangible objects caused by Boolean operations, different from the
conventional approaches in polygon or surface oriented single primitive type
modelling. When multiple objects intersect at a given position and angle, the
interference or removed shape is often unexpected and we believe the shape
is the impetus for designers’ creativity. Therefore we have produced Augmented Solid Modeller (ASoM), a workbench for designers to create shapes
leveraging Boolean Operations between the tangible objects (Figure 1). Boo-

Figure 1. Overview of Augmented Solid Modeller (ASoM)
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lean Operations are a kind of CAD technique applied to intersected objects.
In conventional CAAD, 3D-printed objects are replicas converted from CAD
software systems, whose role is for designers to configure and discuss the
shape of finished digital 3D model. ASoM changes the role of 3D-printed
objects from the replicas to reusable tools for other modelling opportunities.
ASoM consists of primitives, middleware and CAD. The primitive is a
3D-printed cube, cylinder and sphere equipped with a controller unit which
mainly has 6 DOF digital IMU, tactile switches, a high-brightness green
LED, Arduino FIO and XBee. The controller unit sends data of angles and
the selected command to middleware which computes the X-Y-Z coordinate
of the primitive from horizontal and vertical images taken by 2 cameras.
Based on data of primitive’s X-Y-Z coordinate, angles and the selected
command receiving from middleware through Web-Socket, CAD visualizes
the primitive as a 3D model in real time and executes the selected Boolean
operation. The execution history of Boolean Operations is stored in CAD.
Furthermore, the final shape of Boolean operations can be 3D-printed. These
3D-printed objects equipped with a controller unit fulfil the same function as
primitives.
Unique contributions of the ASoM are the following:
 Designers can execute Boolean operations; OR, AND and NOT manipulating
tangible objects which correspond to digital 3D model.
 Designers can use and/or reuse collectable 3D-printed objects for other modelling opportunities.

The following chapters describe details of ASoM design and implementation and the discussion on comments of users.
2. Related Works
Recently more researches on a tangible object have been conducted that enhance the intuitive modelling for designers to model in digital and physical
world. Augmented polygonal modelling is an approach to construct or build
together with hard tangible objects corresponding to minimal 3D models
composed of vertices, edges and faces. For example, ActiveCube (Watanabe
et al., 2004) imitating digital cube and Triangles (Gorbet et al., 1998) imitating digital triangles provide digitally-synchronized modelling. These researches and modular robotics technologies (Kurokawa et al., 2008) will
contribute to the future vision of programmable and transformable architectures. Augmented curve modelling is an approach to bend or patch soft tangible objects corresponding to implicit/parametric curve (Balakrishnan et al.,
1999) or surface (Coelho et al., 2008). Current researches with the use of
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Shape Memory Alloy (Wakita et al., 2011) and Electro-Active Polymer
(ETH Zurich CAAD, 2010) reveal the high degree of interest for generating
smoothly-curved shape in CAAD. Metaball (Blinn, 1982) invented for generating organic shape is also augmented by magnetic gels interacting through
a gesture communication of a stirring rod (Wakita et al., 2012).
However, a few researches have been done that augment the digital solid
modelling of union, subtraction and intersection with a different type of tangible object. Digital Clay (Reed, 2009) supports deformation, addition and
subtraction at interactive rates. But it uses real clay as the materialized primitive. Designers are not able to intersect multiple clay each other. Also, the
conventional approaches in polygon or surface oriented bottom-up modelling are unfit for making unexpected shapes for designers since these approaches use single type primitive and designers are easy to imagine the
constructed or patched final shape. When multiple objects intersect each other at a given position and angle, the interference or removed shape is often
unexpected and we believe the shape is the impetus for designers’ creativity.
Augmented solid modelling will help designers create more complex shapes
with his/her hands because designers can use and reuse these tangible objects
caused by Boolean operations. As 3D-printed objects are used for designers
only to configure and discuss the shape of final digital 3D model in existing
CAAD, ASoM changes the role of 3D-printed objects from replicas converted from CAD to reusable tools for other modelling opportunities.
3. Augmented Solid Modeller
Augmented Solid Modeller (ASoM) is a workbench for designers to create
shapes by a combination of Boolean Operations; OR, AND and NOT between tangible objects (Figure 2 left). (X OR Y) is the total shape of X and
Y, (X AND Y) the partially-overlapped shape and (X NOT Y) the shape
subtracted (X AND Y) from X. The shapes obtained through Boolean Operations can be exported .stl file for 3D-printing (Figure 2 right), which fulfil
the same function as the tangible objects with controller units. The design
concept of ASoM is to physically simulate digital objects that allow intersecting each other. This is why we made 3D-printed cavity tangible objects.
In order to further pursue the concept, we challenged the mutuallysynchronized realization of affine transformation such as translation and rotation. Our idea to solve the former purpose is to attach high-brightness
green LED with a 3D-printed object and detect its 3D position from the images of horizontal and vertical cameras. To solve the latter purpose, we attached 6 DOF digital IMU and XBee to send the data of yaw, pitch and roll
rotations wirelessly to PC.
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Figure 2. A designer is intersecting 3D-printed primitive sphere Y into cube X (left). Digital
and 3D-printed objects of the results of Boolean Operations; (X OR Y), (X NOT Y) and (X
AND Y) (right).

4. System Configuration
4.1. OVERVIEW
ASoM contains primitives, middleware and CAD (Figure 3). Primitives correspond to digital 3D model. Middleware calculates X-Y-Z coordinate and
receives angles (yaw, pitch and roll), ID, model type (MT), and command of
primitives obtained wirelessly from the controller unit through Xbee. CAD
visualizes primitives as 3D models based on the data from middleware
through WebSocket. The detail about primitives covers in chapter 4.2, about
middleware in chapter 4.3 and about CAD in chapter 4.4.

Figure 3. System overview
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4.2. PRIMITIVES
Primitives in the form of cube, sphere or cylinder consist of model and the
controller unit. The controller unit has a 5mm high-brightness green LED
with silicon and acrylic cap, 6 DOF(Degrees Of Freedom) digital
IMU(Inertial Measurement Unit), tactile switches, DIP switch, Arduino FIO,
XBee and Lithium Ion Polymer Battery feeding DC 3.7 line voltage at
850mAh to Arduino FIO and XBee (Figure 4). DIP switch configures the
unique ID and the model type (MT); cube, sphere or cylinder which is needed to let the controller unit know the primitive shape. If the white tactile
switch is turned on, the LED starts lighting for horizontal and vertical cameras to detect one target primitive and angles obtained from 6 DOF digital
IMU are continued to send through XBee to middleware coupled with ID,
MT and "move" command. When the red tactile switch is turned on, the controller unit sends ID, MT and "union" command to middleware. Similarly,
when the green tactile switch is turned on, "subtract" command is sent and
when the blue tactile switch is turned on, "intersect" command is sent. When
the white tactile switch is turned off, LED goes out and quit sending any data.

Figure 4. The controller unit. The left lower image shows the back side of the electric circuit.

4.3. MIDDLEWARE
By the image processing technique of colour detection, middleware built
with processing detects the position of LED in horizontal and vertical camera images and calculates X-Y coordinates of a primitive from the former
and Z coordinate from the latter. Detected LED is showed as red circles on
the camera images (Figure 5). Secondly, ID, MT, angles, command received
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from the controller unit through XBee and the X-Y-Z coordinate are sent to
CAD through WebSocket. Its connected port 8080 is shown on the title bar.

Figure 5. Horizontal camera image (left) from the side and vertical camera (right) from the
top draw the red circle which indicates the detection of LED.

4.4. CAD
Our CAD is developed on Google Chrome web browser with the use of
OpenJSCAD (OpenJSCAD, 2013) library supporting to implementation of
Boolean operations (Figure 6). Receiving the data of X-Y-Z coordinate, angles, ID, MT and command from middleware through WebSocket, CAD is

Figure 6. 3D model viewer (right). Boolean operations history tree (left).

programmed to respond to the command. In the case of "union", "subtract"
or "intersect" command, CAD executes Boolean operations after moving the
primitive to indicated X-Y-Z coordinate and rotating indicated angles. In the
case of "move" command, CAD visualizes the primitive as a 3D model in
real time. To reduce computational load, Boolean operations is not executed.
CAD stores X-Y-Z coordinate, angles, ID, MT and command to XML for-
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mat which is visualized as a tree. Designers can explore new shape variations by selecting other options of the tree.
5. Modelling Examples
Designers can execute Boolean operations; OR, AND and NOT manipulating tangible objects corresponding to digital 3D model. Taking an example,
white cube X0, yellow sphere Y and green cylinder Z, a designer starts to
manipulate red cube X1 along to outer corner of X0 (Figure 7 left). In this
example, the final shape is provided from (((X0 OR Y) NOT Z) NOT X1).
The interference position and angle can be changed by directly manipulating
X1(Figure 7 middle). Furthermore, a designer deeply intersects X1 into X0
to make steep façade (Figure 7 right).

Figure 7. A designer is manipulating cube X1 to make steep façade.

In CAD, positions, angles and types of primitives can be changed by clicking tree nodes in order to explore the shape variations (Figure 8). These
shapes are exported to 3D-printed objects to reuse next modelling opportunities.
6. Discussion
We offered our workbench ASoM to students majoring or interested in
CAAD and interviewed them to get comments. One of comments worthy to
note here is "It is an unconventional approach that the result of Boolean operations using tangible objects is reflected quickly. When multiple primitives
intersect at a given position and angle, the interference or removed shape is
often unexpected. Especially, the shape variations after changing position,
angles and types of primitives using CAD is novel". This comment means
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that unexpected discoveries (Suwa et al., 2000) employing Boolean operations also have positive effect on designers’ creativity. In the experiment,
students were changing shape variations many times. Some students commented "Since 3D printing requires a long time, this workbench is unsuitable
for rapid prototyping. It is doubtful that manual crafting will be replaced by
this workbench". Indeed, 3D-printing takes long time at present. For example, it took 5 hours 35 minutes for a cube primitive, 8 hours 4 minutes for a
sphere primitive and 5 hours 53 minutes for a cylinder primitive. However,
factors of speed and precision will improve in the future. The comment
"Since electric circuits attached to primitives is large, designers are prevented from desired intersecting primitives" indicates necessity for miniaturization of electric circuits. To solve this issue, we are in the middle of embedding electric circuits into 3D-printed objects.

Figure 8. Shape variations trimmed at the line of ground. (a) is the result of (((cylinder OR
sphere) NOT cylinder) NOT cube). (b) is the result of (((cylinder NOT sphere) AND cylinder)
NOT cube). (c), (d) and (e) are the results of the same Boolean operations ((cube NOT
sphere) NOT cylinder) NOT cylinder), which differ only in X-Y-Z coordinate and angles. (f)
is the result of (((cube AND sphere) NOT cylinder) OR sphere).

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed Augmented Solid Modeller (ASoM) for designers to create shapes by a combination of Boolean Operations with tangible objects corresponding to digital 3D model. When multiple primitives intersect at a given position and angle, the interference or removed shape often
brings unexpected results. The unexpected shape discoveries employing
Boolean operations are considered a positive effect on designers’ creativity.
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From the view point of future when the speed and precision will be improved, our workbench is a pioneer in developing cutting-edge approach for
designers to model both in digital and physical worlds.
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